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Covering the first week of the Games

Welcome to the second issue of our Winter Olympic
Newsletter focusing on the first week of the Games
By the end of week one, the Games were
well underway and the athletes had rightly
taken centre stage. Concerns about the warm
weather had subsided, logistical challenges were
addressed and Alex Bilodeau secured Canada’s
first gold medal on home soil.
As witnessed in Beijing, two clear consumption
trends began to materialise across all markets.
The first saw a direct correlation between
team performance and local audience
interest. This was best demonstrated in Russia
where performance failed to live up to the high
expectations and audience numbers were over
40% lower than the previous winter games in
Torino. Time zones played a role but the drop
was significantly higher than other markets in
similar geography e.g. Germany and France.
Based on our research, over 25% of the
global Olympic TV audience is not generally
very interested in sport. This explains the fast
migration of the audience if the content is not
appealing enough.
The second trend related to media choice.
Unsurprisingly, consumers continue to
gravitate towards real time information. Print
media delivered well in the build up to the
games. Features and supplements were
key. However, once the games commenced,
consumers gravitated towards internet and
mobile.

Increased quality of content and distribution
networks is supporting this trend which we
expect to continue across sport in general.
Competition amongst brands is as intense as
the competition between athletes. Our third and
final newsletter will look closely at the activities of
both sponsors and non-sponsors of the Games.
Ambush marketing has become a major topic of
the Vancouver games and it will be interesting to
see how different brands have fared.
We hope that you enjoy reading this newsletter,
for more information about OMG Sports and
Entertainment, please contact
David Pinnington
Head of Sports Marketing for OMD
Omnicom Media Group
david.pinnington@omnicommediagroup.com
+44 7887 944 786.

The story
so far...
The week leading up to the Games
The Opening Ceremony

Very high interest in Russia, explained by the usual interest of the nation in Olympics (82%
interest in 2008 Beijing) but also by the campaign running in the country about Sochi 2014,
the next Winter Olympics happening in Russia. However there was a drop of interest between
the 9th and the 19th February, where Russian performance failed to live up to high expectations
(15 medals won in Vancouver vs 22 in Torino).
Italians also lost interest: from 57% prior to
the Games to 43% a week later. The Italian
team won 5 medals in Vancouver while they
collected 11 in Torino.

Our

On the other hand, the interest in
Canada, host of the Olympics,
increased by 10 points.

results reveal a direct correlation between
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Levels of interest reflected in TV audiences
Canada were the heaviest followers, with an audience 125% higher than for
the 1st week of 2006 Torino.
In Russia and Sweden audience numbers were over 40% lower than the
previous winter games in Torino. Time zones played a role but the drop was
significantly higher than other markets in similar geography e.g. Germany and
France.
Based on our research, over 25% of the global Olympic TV audience is not
very interested in sport. This explains the fast migration of the audience if
the content is not what was expected.

n team performance and local interest.
TV reach (4yo +) of Week one of the Games.

Source: Local OMG offices

Print loses out to digital as Games progress
How do you follow the Games?

Print media delivered well in the build up
to the games. Features and supplements
were key. However, once the games
commenced, consumers gravitated
towards internet and mobile:
On 9th February, 37% claimed they
would follow the games in the press.
10 days later, only 28% are actually
following the Games in the press. This is
particularly true in Italy, France, UK and
Spain.

Consumers continue to gravitate towards real time information
Internet attracts a young, upmarket and male audience
% following the Olympics on internet

Source: OMG Snapshots, 9th February & 19th February 2010, 2011 respondents
across USA, Canada, China, UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Russia

TV pulls in the audience
for Female events
The best TV audiences were often
Women events:
In Japan, the Ladies’ Moguls Final in
Freestyle Skiing attracted 10.2% of the
population.
In Sweden, 2.2million people tuned in for
the Biathlon Women Sprint – 24.6% of
the population.
In Russia, the individual women race
in Biathlon was followed by almost
11million people – 17% of the
population.
In Beijing, Women’s Curling Round
Robin Session attracted 11.2% of the
population.
In France, Skiing- Women’s Downhill
attracted 5.5million TV viewers - 9.6% of
the population.
In Germany, the best TV audience was
recorded for 15 kilometers Women where
7.8million people tuned in – 9.4% of the
population.
In USA, the highest rated night of the
Olympics was Wednesday 17th :
Skiing-Women’s Downhill/ Men’s Speed
Skatin/ Snowboarding- Men’s Halfpipe,
watched by 29.4 million viewers – 10%
of the population.

Male events still attract
big audiences
In Canada, the best audience was for
Canada vs Norway Hockey Game, on
Tuesday the 16th. 7.5million people
tuned in, 24% of the population.
In Switzerland, the Alpine Skiing Men’s
downhill on 15th Feb was followed by
23% of the population.

Online Olympic search: the online interest is also li
UK
The Winter Olympics has
dropped out of the Google
top searches right after
the Opening of the Games
in those countries not so
passionate about the Games
like the UK and Mexico...
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Source: Google trends, Olympic Search
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...while in countries such as Finland,
Japan and France search stayed
strong.

THE OLYMPICS : BIRTH OF OUTSIDERS
UK
Amy Williams
Skeleton
Britain’s first gold Olympic Winter medal in 30 years
3617 fans on Facebook, search for Amy Williams increased by 1900%,
and an overwhelming amount of joyous tweets following Amy’s gold medal:

“

”

CANADA
Alex Bilodeau
Gold medal in Freestyle Skiing - Men’s Moguls
Bilodeau has seen his fans skyrocket after gold medal wins:
on the 13th he had practically zero fans but by the 19th, he
had 35,360 Facebook fans.

...WHILE LOCAL STARS RAISED THEIR PROFILES
GERMANY
Maria Riesch
Alpine Skiing
Gold medal in Ladies’ Super Combined & Gold medal in Ladies’
Slalom
The number of Facebook fans of Maria Riesch increased by 61.4%
within 2 days after her medal.

USA
Shaun White
Snowboard
Gold medal in Men’s Halfpipe
More than 1million fans on Facebook, same as the Winter Olympic official
group. Search spiked 1,000% after winning the Gold medal. He was also
the most buzzed about American athlete during the first week of Olympic
competition with over 15,000 mentions.

USA
Lindsey Vonn
Alpine Skiing
Gold medal in Ladies’ Downhill and Bronze in Ladies’ Super-G
Second most athlete buzzed (12,869 mentions) and second most
searched athlete of the day after Shaun White
Facebook fans: from 1933 fans to 7507 fans

An online frenzy about athletes who
failed to deliver
FRANCE
Bryan Joubert
Figure Skating
World Champion in 2007, Bryan Joubert was expected to win a
medal, but he ended 18th. Huge deception in France that was
heavily covered in the media. However, he had the most stable
search on Google over the week (+2350%), and the highest fan
base on Facebook of all French Athletes: 14 000.

RUSSIA
Evgeni Plushenko,
Figure skating
Evgeni Plushenko, 2006 Olympic champion, disappointed with his
silver medal. However, he was the most popular athlete of the first
week in Russia with +7000% search increase.
Devoted fans (mostly girls) of Russian figure skater perceived their
idol’s silver medal as an outrageous injustice and supposed to donate
their jewellery to make a golden medal for him. It is even announced
that St-Pete masters are working already on its design and it will be
melted by Yakut (Russian gold and diamond region) jewellers.

What are the sponsors up to in Vancouver?
Our local Trendscout, photographer Tom Galassi
(info@tomgalassi.com), took a trip out to Vancouver Airport
and the Subway to see what advertising was in place.

The Airport
Samsung is really dominating the airport, from advertising on the flight information screens, to
a huge screen in the food court with the Olympic games playing on it. A big display with the
Olympic mascots next to the ticket check-in area is also an eye catcher.

Large billboards in the international
arrivals section also include ads
from Panasonic, Acer, GE and
Samsung.

Subway Stations
The main subway station
which is near Robson Street
(the most densely populated
area of Olympic visitors), is
dominated by GE and their
‘Healthymagination’ campaign.

What are the sponsors up to across the world?

Samsung In Canada,
USA, China, Russia
Been named as the Official Mobile
device for the Winter Olympics 2010 in
Vancouver, Samsung has coordinately
released a companion application for
Samsung mobile devices. The “Wireless
Olympic Works” (WOW) application
consists of a good deal of information,
ranging from Medal Count, Today’s
Events, Schedule & Results, News,
Weather and more.

Samsung in Germany
Is activating its role as Official Mobile
Sponsor of the Vancouver games by
being the Exclusive sponsor of Bild.de
(Germany’s most popular newspaper)
coverage of the Games.
The Olympic section is fully branded by
Samsung Mobile’s Omnia 2.

McDonald’s in Canada
Is active on Twitter, offering free coffee to
customers after Gold medals.

Coca Cola in Austria,
Switzerland & Nordics
MSN users are invited to play snowball fight
and snowboarding games on a Coca Cola
micro-site.
Every day Coca Cola gives a gold, silver and
bronze price for the three players with the
highest score that day.

Acer in France
The Olympic section of L’Equipe.fr (First
Sports Newspaper in France) is fully branded
by Acer.

Visa in China
has been witnessed for heavy digital advertising.

